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BIG DATA IN THE MODERN ECONOMY

The Impact of Big Data on Firm Performance: 
An Empirical Investigation† 

By Patrick Bajari, Victor Chernozhukov, Ali Hortaçsu, and Junichi Suzuki*

The use of data as an input into the produc-
tion function of a firm dates back at least to the 
emergence of the modern industrial firm in the 
nineteenth century (Chandler 1977). Dramatic 
improvements in data collection, storage, and 
analysis technologies have made it easier for 
firms to use data in their decision processes. A 
question that has arisen in academic and policy 
discussions is the manner in which the perfor-
mance of  data-enabled decision systems scales 
with the size of the datasets; in particular, 
whether increasing returns or a “data feedback 
loop’’ exists (e.g., Newman 2014; Grunes and 
Stucke 2015; Lerner 2014; and Lambrecht and 
Tucker 2017).

In this paper, we conduct an empirical study of 
Amazon’s retail forecasting system, an import-
ant input into purchase ordering decisions. In the 
context of forecasting, one might interpret the 
“data feedback loop” hypothesis as with more 
data, firms can produce better  forecasts, which 
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in turn allows them to better serve customers, 
which in turn leads to more data.

We consider four hypotheses regarding how 
dataset size may influence the accuracy of fore-
casts. First, statistical learning theory typically 
suggests diminishing returns to dataset size in 
terms of estimation error or predictive perfor-
mance (e.g., Lerner 2014). In our particular set-
ting, the underlying data is a panel, and the theory 
suggests that forecast accuracy should improve as 
we increase  N , the number of products within a 
product category. Second, we would expect fore-
cast errors to decrease as  T , the number of obser-
vations per product, increases. Third, as pointed 
out by Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson, and Hitt (2002); 
Bloom, Sadun, and Van Reenen (2012); and 
Lambrecht and Tucker (2017), complementary 
investments and organizational practices often 
play a very important role in generating produc-
tivity gains from the use of data. In our particu-
lar setting, learning by doing applies to this case. 
Finally, there can be “diseconomies of scale” in 
forecasts. As the amount of data grows, the team 
may need to apply the same model to an increas-
ing number of products with different demand 
patterns.

We test the empirical relevance of these factors 
by estimating forecast errors as a function of  N, T  
and other factors using panel data for many prod-
uct groups. Our dependent variable is a measure 
of forecast accuracy for a given product.

Our results suggest that (i) there is improve-
ment in forecast performance in the  T  dimension, 
(ii)  N  has relatively little impact on forecasting 
performance, except when the number of prod-
ucts is relatively small, (iii) there is a trend rate 
of improvement in the forecasts, consistent with 
“learning by doing.”

With the important caveat that our empirical 
results are specific to the context studied, we 
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note that our results are inconsistent with a naive 
“data feedback loop,” where the addition of new 
products always results in better models. We 
interpret our results as instead being consistent 
with the statistical theory for the size of fore-
casting errors.

I. Data and Empirical Model

Our analysis builds on a proprietary panel 
dataset on weekly historical forecasts and actual 
unit sales at Amazon ranging from December 
8, 2012 to June 3, 2017 for 36 major product 
lines including apparel, books, and consumer 
electronics.

We observe   Q it   , the quantity of product  i  sold 
during week  t = 1, … ,  H  as well as the corre-
sponding  one-week ahead mean forecast    Q ˆ   it    that 
was produced using data available at one week 
ago, that is, at  t − 1 . We also use the following 
variables:

•    T i,t    is the “Age” of product at the company, 
which describes the length of data avail-
able for product  i  at time  t , as consumed 
by the forecasting model. The own history 
data, especially if available for substantive 
ranges, can be used to build a high quality 
forecast.

•    N i,t    is the number of products in the same 
product line as product  i  at time  t − 1 , 
whose data were consumed by the forecast-
ing model. It is reasonable to expect that 
data on products in the same product line 
can be used to capture seasonality and fash-
ion patterns, improving the forecast based 
upon a product’s own history alone.

We would like to assess how the size of the 
available data    (    T i,t  ,  N i,t   )     affects the relative fore-
cast error. Specifically we define the following 
binary dependent variable

   Y i,t   = 1 { | Q i,t   −   Q ˆ   it   |  /   (   Q i,t   + 1 )    > X}  .

This variable describes the event of making a big 
forecast error, namely  X%  error. The threshold 
of  X  is chosen for each product line separately 
so that this threshold is exceeded for any ran-
dom  product-week pair   (t, i)   with probability  
P = 30% .

Our primary empirical model, motivated 
by the theoretical discussion in Bajari et al. 
(2018)1, is the following linear prediction equa-
tion for   Y i,t   :

(2)   Y i,t   =  α i   +  β t   +  δ 1   1 ( T i,t   > 20)  

 +  δ 2   1 ( T i,t   > 20) / √ 
_

  T i,t     

 +  δ 3   1 ( T i,t   > 20) / T i,t    

 + γ 1   1 ( N i,t   > 200) 

  +  γ 2   1 ( N i,t   > 200) / √ 
_

  N i,t     

 +  γ 3   1 ( N i,t   > 200) / N i,t     +  ϵ i,t   ,

where the terms   α i    are the product specific fixed 
effects, which capture the notion that some 
products are inherently harder to forecast than 
others, even using the same data size. We believe 
it is reasonable to always include product fixed 
effects as the leading empirical specification. 
Indeed, the product fixed effects control for 
changing product mix and for the fact that the 
products are added in a  nonrandom manner. The 
terms   β t    are the time effects, which capture that 
on some dates it may be harder or easier to fore-
cast than on other dates; moreover, these time 
effects also partly capture the overall improve-
ment in the forecasting model that produces    Q ˆ   i,t   . 
We consider three specifications for time effects:

 (i) No Trend:   β t   = 0  for all  t = 1 ,  …  , H.

 (ii) Smooth Trend:   β t   =  b 1   (t/H)  +  b 2     (t/H)    
2
  .

 (iii) Time Fixed Effects:   β t    s are unrestricted 
parameters.

We expect that the coefficients will exhibit the 
following signs although we will not restrict the 
signs in the estimation:

   δ 1   ≤ 0,  δ 2   ≥ 0, and  δ 3   ≤ 0 ;

   γ 1   ≤ 0,  γ 2   ≥ 0, and  γ 3   ≤ 0 .

1 A short summary of this theoretical discussion is avail-
able in the online Appendix. 
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We call the three terms with   δ j    “Product Age 
Effects,” or the “T Effect.” These effects are 
meant to capture the nonlinear effect of the age 
of product  i  on the relative forecast error. The 
first two terms are motivated by the theoretical 
bounds on the relative forecasting error derived 
in the theoretical stylized model, whereas the 
third term is meant to moderate the effect of the 
 first-order term. Similarly, the next three terms 
with   γ j    represent “Number of Products Effect,” 
or the “N Effect.” These effects are meant to 
capture the nonlinear effect of the number of 
products   N i,t    in a similar broad product line as  
i , on the relative forecast error. The threshold 
of   T i,t   > 20  in the definition above is meant to 
signify a minimum sample size for time series 
dimension. Likewise,   N i,t   > 200  was chosen 
similarly, based upon our practical experience 
that substantial  cross-sectional size is needed 
to start to learn factors (e.g., seasonality) prop-
erly. Third, our model is a predictive model. 
It describes how changes in the data sizes 
   (    N i,t  ,  T i,t   )     affect the predicted probability of 
the large forecast errors. We don’t necessarily 
ascribe a causal interpretation to these results.

II. Results

Figures 1 and 2 graphically present the esti-
mated Product Age ( T  ) Effect and the Number 
of Products ( N  ) Effect on the predicted proba-
bility of a big forecast error event on electronic 
products2 with the three different specifica-
tions for the time effects. Figure 3 presents the 
estimated date/time effects in the model with 
smooth trend and time fixed effects. The point 
estimates and standard errors of these regres-
sions are available in the online appendices. The 
signs on the coefficients for the terms contain-
ing age  T  are consistent with the model, and the 
signs for the  N  follow less systematic patterns.

Result 1: The  T  effect (Figure 1) is the stron-
gest in the model without trends, reaching  
−0.35  for high  T . The  T  effect is more modest 
in models that allow for smooth trends or time 
fixed effects, flattening at  −0.06  in the time 
fixed effects models. There are essentially no 
improvements due to large  T  in the two  models 

2 See Bajari et al. (2018), the working paper version of 
this paper, for results on other product lines. 
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Figure 1. The Estimated Impact of  T  on the Quality of 
Learning in the Model with No Trend, Smooth Trend, 

and Time Fixed Effects
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that adjust for time fixed effects. Overall, the  
T  effect seems to agree with predictions of the 
theoretical model, and there are diminishing 
returns (improvement in forecast error) to large  
T .

Result 2: Without time adjustments, the  N  
effect (Figure 2) seems to be strong early on, 
but it does exhibit diminishing returns to scale 
and saturates at  −0.4  once  N > 5,000 . Note, 
however, that this effect is marginally signifi-
cant (insignificant at the five percent level but 
significant at the ten percent level, without any 
multiplicity adjustments). If we inspect the 
model with the smooth trends, we see that the  
N  effect is almost zero at high  N . This effect 
is also not statistically significant. In the third 
model with unrestricted time effects, large  N  
seems to moderately increase the probability 
of the big error event. This contradicts the pre-
dictions of the data feedback loop hypothesis. 
This modestly negative effect of increasing  
N  does appear to be significant, at least given 
the conventional  time-product clustered stan-
dard errors we use. In summary, the  N  effect 
seems to exhibit either positive, quickly dimin-
ishing returns to scale or modestly negative 
returns, depending on how we control for time 
effects.

Figure 2. The Estimated Impact of  N  on the Quality of 
Learning in the Model with No Trend, Smooth Trend, 

and Time Fixed Effects

Figure 3. The Estimated Date/Time Effects on the 
Quality of Learning in the Model with Smooth Trend 

and Time Fixed Effects
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Result 3: The estimated time effects (Figure 3) 
indicate that there is a general improvement in 
the relative forecast error over time; this could 
reflect improvements in the forecasting engine 
itself, for example using more features (traffic 
data etc.), as well as the time evolution of the 
mix of products.

To interpret empirical Result 1 in light of 
Result 3, note that the ages   T i,t    and trends  t  are 
correlated in this data. Hence the model without 
trends attributes the aggregate changes in the 
occurrence of the Big Error Event to the lon-
ger  T  effect, whereas the model with the trends 
or time fixed effects projects out the aggregate 
changes or trends, before it attributes the effect 
to longer  T . The aggregate changes suggest 
gradual improvements in forecasting perfor-
mance, which occur due to

 (i)  learning-by-doing and other method-
ological improvements (e.g., using more 
features), and

 (ii) availability of longer histories/ages ( T  ) 
for many products.

Hence the model without trends attributes 
the aggregate changes to source (ii). The Time 
Fixed Effects model attributes the aggregate 
changes captured by time fixed effects to source 
(i) and the remainder of the effects to source (ii). 
The Smooth Trend model attributes aggregate 
changes captured by a smooth trend to source 
(i) and the rest of the changes to source (ii).

III. Discussion

There are important limitations of our study. 
As we noted above, the  T  effect that we iden-
tify may not be the true causal effect of having 
access to longer histories. This could be driven 
also by the continual improvements in forecast-
ing technology over time. What we can recover, 
however, is bounds on the true effect of  T .  
Another important caveat we should emphasize 

is regarding the scope of this study. Clearly, 
data is used in many aspects of company deci-
sion-making, and our focus is on the application 
to demand forecasting. We believe that this is a 
particularly good area to study, as the success of 
forecasting models is relatively straightforward 
to assess. However, our conclusions regarding 
the presence of scale benefits to data are limited 
to this particular application.
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